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Abstract
In this paper, we present a novel approach of recognizing hand number gestures using the
recognized hand parts in depth images. Our proposed approach is divided into two stages: (i)
hand parts recognition by random forests (RFs) and (ii) rule-based hand number gesture
recognition. In the first stage, we create a database of synthetic hand depth silhouettes and
their corresponding hand parts-labeled maps and train RFs with the database (DB). Then with
the trained RFs, we recognize or label hand parts in depth silhouettes. In the second stage,
based on the information of the recognized or labeled hand parts, hand number gestures are
recognized according to our derived rules of features. In our experiments, we quantitatively
and qualitatively evaluated our hand parts recognition system with synthetic and real data.
Then, we tested our hand number gesture recognition system with real data. Our results show
the average recognition rate of 97.80 % over the ten hand number gestures from five subjects.
Keyword: Depth Images, Recognized Hand Parts, Hand Number Gestures, Gesture
Recognition System
1. Introduction
Among various gesture recognition methodologies using bodies, faces, or hands, hand-based
gesture or sign recognition is one of efficient and natural ways for human machine interfaces.
Potential applications of hand gesture or sign recognition include human computer interfaces,
automatic sign language interpretations [1], remote controls of electronic appliances [2, 3],
and smart robotics. One of key functions in these applications is to recognize hand poses,
movements, or both which convey meaningful information of users’ intention to give
instructions to a machine. Among hand gesture recognition of signs such as letters, numbers,
or symbols, hand number gesture recognition is an important task to interface between
humans and machines. Although various approaches have been proposed for hand number
gesture recognition, they can be divided into two commonly used approaches: one is inertial

sensor glove-based and the other vision-based approaches [4].
The sensor glove-based approach uses an array of sensors which are attached to a hand
glove that transduces fingers and hand actions into electrical signals to recognize the hand
number gestures. In [5], a sensor glove was used to process and convey the degree of flexion
in each finger of the hand with a tri-axis accelerometer placed on the back of the hand to
provide its orientation information. A neural network method was employed to recognize
hand number gestures. In [6, 7], six accelerometers on a hand glove were used to get relative
angles between fingers and the palm of the hand. Each number gesture was recognized by a
fuzzy rule-based classification system. Another method proposed in [8] introduced a 3D input
device with inertial sensors to recognize number drawing gestures in 3D. The signals of
angular velocity and acceleration were considered as motion features. Fisher discriminant
analysis was used for hand number gesture recognition. Although, these methods reported
some success in hand number gesture recognition, these studies require of wearing gloves and
positioning sensor on the glove or hand. Therefore, motion sensor- or glove-based
recognition approaches of hand gestures, in general, are not considered as a natural and
convenient way in spite of high sensitivity [9].
Vision-based approaches uses imaging sensors or cameras to get gesture features in colors,
shapes, orientations, texture, contours, motions, or distances [4, 11]. Most methodologies for
color image based-hand number gesture recognition have relied on the basic motion or skin
color information. In [12], the authors proposed a method to recognize hand number gestures
of Persian sign language from 1 to 10 using the skeleton information of hand silhouettes. The
endpoints of the skeleton were extracted as fingertips in recognizing ten gestures. In [13], the
authors presented a recognition methodology for nine hand sign gestures using Hidden
Markov Models with the orientation and contour features extracted from hand silhouettes.
Another method proposed in [14, 15] used a color glove in which different colors were
imprinted on five fingers of the hand glove. Then finger recognition was performed based on
color information to classify hand number gestures. However, these studies exhibited limited
success in hand number gesture recognition since the color and shape features are not always
reliable and color images are generally sensitive to noise, lighting conditions, cluttered
backgrounds, and especially occlusions.
Recently, with the introduction of new depth imaging sensors, some studies have been
focusing on using depth features for hand gesture recognition [16]. In [17], a method was
presented for recognizing hand number gestures by template matching using Chamfer
Distance, measuring shape similarity based on the orientation, size, shape, and position
features from depth images. In [18], the hand gesture recognition combined two types of hand
pose features, namely, distance and curvature features by computing the hand contours.
Finally, support vector machine was employed to recognize hand sign gestures. In these

approaches, the same or similar feature of color images are extracted from depth images,
thereby resulting in marginally improved recognition rate. In another proposed method [19],
the finger parts were detected by hand shape decomposition and hand number gesture
recognition was done via template matching by minimizing dissimilarity distance using their
proposed Finger-Earth Mover’s distance metric. However, this approach suffered from the
ambiguity in the length of fingers, resulting in reduced recognition rate. In general, these
previous depth image-based approaches suffer from no information of finger parts, in spite of
advantages of depth images such as low sensitivity to lighting conditions.
In this study, we have developed a novel approach of recognizing hand number gestures by
recognizing or labeling hand parts in depth images. Our proposed approach consists of two
main processes: hand parts recognition by random forests (RFs) classifier and rule-based
hand number gesture recognition. The main advantage of our proposed approach is that the
state of each finger gets directly identified through the recognize hand parts and then number
gestures are recognized based on the state of each finger. We have tested and validated our
approach on synthetic and real data. Our experimental tests achieved 97.8 % in recognition of
ten hand number gestures with five subjects. Our hand number gesture recognition system
should be useful in human and machine interaction applications.
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Fig. 1 The framework of our hand number gesture recognition system.
2. Methodology
Overall process of our proposed system for hand number gesture recognition, shown in Fig. 1,
consists of two main parts: in the first part, a synthetic hand database (DB), which contains
pairs of depth maps and their corresponding hand parts-labeled maps, was generated. Then,
the DB was used to training RFs. In the recognition stage, a depth image was first captured

from a depth camera and then a hand depth silhouette was extracted by removing the
background. Next, the hand parts of a depth silhouette were recognized using the trained RFs.
Next, a set of features was extracted from the labeled hand parts. Finally, based on the
extracted features, hand number gestures were recognized by our rule-based approach.
2.1 Synthetic hand DB generation
To recognize hand parts from a hand depth silhouette via RFs, the synthetic hand DB,
which contains pairs of depth images and their corresponding hand part-labeled maps, is
needed to train RFs. We created such the DB with a synthetic hand model using 3Ds-max, a
commercial 3D graphic package [21]. To identify hand parts, twelve labels were assigned to
each hand model as shown in Fig. 3. The five fingers including the thumb, index, middle,
ring, and pinky fingers, were represented by ten corresponding labels including five front and
five back sides. The front parts were coded with the index numbers of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Likewise, the five back sides were coded with the index numbers of 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11,
respectively. This is critical in our recognition system to identify the open and close state of
each finger. In addition, the palm and wrist parts were given the index number of 1 and 12.
Our DB comprised 5,000 pairs covering the ten different hand number gestures as shown in
Fig. 2. Among them, a set of 3,000 pairs was used in training and a set of the remaining pairs
was used in testing. A set of 500 pairs in the DB represents each hand number gesture
captured under many different view angles. A set of samples of 3-D hand model and the map
of the corresponding labeled hand parts are shown in Fig. 3. Images in the DB had a size of
240 x 320 with 16-bit depth values.

Fig. 2. Hand number gestures representing numbers from 0 to 9.
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Fig. 3 Hand model: (a) 3D hand model in 3Ds-max and (b) Hand parts with twelve labels
2.2 RFs for pixel-based classification
In training, we used an ensemble of 21 decision trees. The maximum depth of trees was 20.
Each tree in RFs was trained with different pixels sampled randomly from the DB. A subset
of 500 training sample pixels was drawn randomly from each synthetic depth silhouette. A
sample pixel was extracted as done in [20], to obtain 800 candidate features. At each splitting

node in the tree, a subset of 28 candidate features was considered. For pixel classification,
each pixel p of a tested depth silhouette was extracted to obtain the candidate features. For
each tree, starting from the root node, if the value of the splitting function was less than a
threshold of the node, p went to left and otherwise p went to right. The optimal threshold for
splitting the node was determined by maximizing the information gain in the training process.
The probability distribution over 12 hand parts was computed at the leaf nodes in each tree.
Final decision to label each depth pixel for a specific hand part was based on the voting result
of all trees in the RFs.
2.3 Hand parts recognition
To recognize hand parts of each hand depth silhouette, all pixels of each hand depth
silhouette were classified by the trained RFs to assign a corresponding label out of the 12
indices. A centroid point was withdrawn from each recognized hand part and represents each
hand part.
2.4 Feature extraction and rules for hand number gesture recognition
From the recognized hand parts, we extracted a set of features. In our labeling, each finger
was represented by two different labels: one label for its front side corresponding to the open
state of the finger and another for its back side corresponding to the close state of the finger.
From the information of the recognized hand parts, we identify the open or close states of
each finger. The states of the five labeled fingers were identified and saved as features,
namely fThumb, fIndex, fMiddle, fRing, and fPinky respectively.

1 : Open for Label  2, 3, 4, 5, or 6
f Fingers(i )  
0 : Close for Label  7, 8, 9,10, or 11

(1)

Table 1: Recognition rules of the number signs based on the states of the five fingers
fThumb

fIndex

fMiddle

fRing

fPinky

Number representation (ID)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0
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0

1

1

0

0
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0

1

1

1

0

3

0

1

1

1

1

4

1
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0

0

0

5

1

1

0

0

1

6

1

1

1

0

0

7

1

1

1

1

0

8

1

1

1

1

1

9

0=Close and 1= Open.

To recognize hand number gestures, we have derived a set of recognition rules. The set of
five features from the states of all fingers is used to encode the meaning of the ten hand
number poses. The derived recognition rules are given in Table 1.
3. Results
3.1 Results of hand parts recognition
To evaluate our hand parts recognition quantitatively, we tested on a set of 2,000 hand depth
silhouettes containing various number poses over the ten hand number poses. The average
recognition rate of the hand parts was 96.60 %.
Then, we assessed the hand parts recognition on real data qualitatively. Since the ground
truth labels are not available, we only performed visual inspection on the recognized hand
parts. A representative set of the recognized hand parts are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. A set of representative results of the recognized hand parts via the trained RFs on real
data.
3.2 Results of hand number sign gesture recognition
Table 2: The confusion matrix of number gestures recognition using our proposed system
ID

0

0

100

1

2

2
3

1

2

3

4

90

10

6

7

98

2

9

100

100
2

98

6
7

98

8
9

8

98

4
5

5

2
100

2

2

96

To test our proposed hand sign gesture recognition methodology, a set of hand depth
silhouettes was acquired from five different subjects. Each subject was asked to make 100
hand number poses. Table 2 shows the recognition results of the ten hand number gestures in
a form of confusion matrix. The mean recognition rate of 97.80 % was achieved.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a novel hand number gesture recognition system with the
labeled hand parts via the trained RFs from a hand depth silhouette. We have achieved the
mean recognition rate of 97.80 % over the ten hand number gestures from five subjects. Our
presented work should be applicable for recognizing sign language gestures.
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